VITAE

THE NEW SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is a global issue. Here are some eye-opening
facts why you want to be part of this new age platform
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PROBLEMS

THE
WITH

SOLUTION

BIG TECH

no privacy, data is being sold
no freedom of speech
targeted ads
fake news & misinformation
slander & abuse

ASK YOURSELF

...

how many people will join Vitae?
how many people will join because
you shared it with them?
and what if you could earn on their
activities?

advertisement free timeline
freedom of speech is
respected
no selling of personal data

unique feature (share
power) limiting spread of
fake news
attractive revenue sharing
mechanism based on your
activities

THE VISION

Vitae believes to have the chance and opportunity of our
lifetime, to make great change in social media
Vitae is a social media platform for people who seek
freedom of speech, privcay of their data and being
customers rather than products being sold to advertisers
Vitae is a social media platform where the people get to
earn on their valuable content and be rewarded for their
activities
Vitae is a platform, where the people are being respected,
rather than being censored or manipulated

SHARE POWER

Posting is free. Sharing a post on your
timeline costs 0,10 credits.
You will think twice before you share it!
creator of the post receives 0,02
the other 0,08 are distributed among
4 other members
When you have received 0,60 share power
you can buy your referral 1 Energy Boost
as a gift.
Giving is receiving
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CREDIT EQUALS

1

USD

0,01 = 2 Energy Points (EP)
0,10 = 20 EP's
0,75 = 150 EP's
BUT
0,60 = 1 Energy Boost (EB) =
150 EP's + 1 unit

THE VITAE TOKEN

utility/ hybrid with a purpose
open source crypto currency
community driven
trustless transactions
fast transactions
low transactions fees
worldwide, all included
decentralised
check the current value at
www.coinmarketcap.com

VITAETOKEN
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THE NEW SOCIAL MEDIA

What you receive when signing up for free (later '21)
What you receive when signing up with upgrade account:
Income opportunities:

FREE

1 EB
garden

UPGRADE

1 EB + 5 EB /upgr.
garden + purpose

BUY OR EARN

GARDEN
OPPORTUNITY

ENERGY POINTS

every unit (0,60 credits) is planted in
the garden of their sponsor (buy max. 20/day)
the garden is filled by expanding your network
a full garden (5x5) accumulates 344.10 credits in
garden commission
every 344.10 credits earned in the garden accumulates
101.50 credits commission to the sponsor
payout occurs instantly

(

EP

)

- to like posts
- unlock additional features
- and much more to come

PURPOSE OPPORTUNITY

algorithm that calculates commissions for upgraded members
upgrade costs 199,99 credits/ month
major benefits with social media features & income options
every time someone upgrades a commission is being paid to the
sponsor/ sponsors
purpose grows by expanding your network with upgraded members
a full purpose (3x8) accumulates 28.546,14 credits
a full purpose also generates 8.109,75 credits commission for
the sponsor
instant payout as well
5 Energy Boosts, 750 EP's will be granted by every upgrade
Vitae will also plant 5 units

THE VISION

RSS SYSTEM

We need you to join our journey
and spread the word to everyone
you know!
We need you to believe that you
can make a difference.
What would the world look like
when this vision is accomplished?
How would you feel when you
know that because of your
dedication to this great cause
and mission, YOU made the
difference in the world to make it
a greater place and grow global
prosperity?

SMALL DETAILS

:

The new social media platform was
launched februari 1st 2021. At that
moment there were already
>83.000 upgraded members
Vitae is invite only, ask the person
who told you about Vitae for a
referral link
Right now Vitae is still in Beta phase
= testing & building. That means you
MUST have an upgrade account if
you want to start now.
Otherwise you can wait. Free
accounts will come available
sometime in 2021

Residual Retention System
will be activated once you
have done an upgrade
this is eternal
if there are not enough
credits (199.99) to activate
the RSS the upgrade expires
an expired member is
eligible for sponsor
commission only
once enough credits in the
balance the RRS will execute
the upgrade and enable
purpose comission
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LET S VITAE

!

COME JOIN US

This document was created februari 1st 2021 by members.
Earnings are shown hypothetically and are not representations
or guarantees or earnings. Actual earnings depend on the
amount of time and effort an individuel devotes to their
business. A solid user base is an integral part of your succes.

